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The microarray datasets host a lot of information which influence the problems with different 
the degree. Choosing the minimum number of features (attributes) which are representing of 
these data structures as an optimization problem. Nowadays, the microarray datasets are 
utilized in the diagnose of cancer diseases. However, their size may cause the curse of 
dimensionality for machine learning methods during classification(Loris, N. et al., 2012). 
Therefore, they need more computing power and long processing times. Hence, reducing the 
number of attributes will be fundamental step to solve this problem. In this study, "Colon" and 
"Ovarian" datasets which are used frequently in literature were processed with various feature 
ranking algorithms. The best “k” number features, which chosen after ranking were classified 
with "Naive Bayes” and "SVM(Linear) classifiers. The evaluation of the system was realized 
on "Kappa", "MCC" and "Accuracy" scores and "ROC" graphs. This study aims to provide 
helpful information to the researchers who work on the same datasets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
DNA microarray technology has proven to be an important breakthrough in molecular 
biology. This rapidly maturing technology is providing scientists with a means of monitoring 
the expression of genes on a genomic scale(Chee, M.et al. 1996). 
Cancer is a broad group of diseases involving unregulated cell growth. In cancer, cells divide 
and grow uncontrollably, forming malignant tumors, which may invade nearby parts of the 
body. Not all tumors are cancerous; benign tumors do not invade neighboring tissues and do 
not spread throughout the body. There are over 200 different known cancers that affect 
humans (Cancer Research UK, 2012). 
In 2007, cancer caused about 13% of all human deaths worldwide (7.9 million). Rates are 
rising as more people live to an old age and as mass lifestyle changes occur in the developing 
world (Jemal A, et al. 2011). According to American Cancer Society, about 1,665,540 new 
cancer cases are expected to be diagnosed and about 585,720 of them are expected to die in 
America, 2014(American Cancer Society, 2014). 
The American men-women who died owing to different cancer diseases between 1930 and 
2010 are shown in the following figures I-II. 
 
 
Figure I: Age-adjusted Cancer Death Rates, Males by Site, US, 1930-2010(American Cancer 
Society, 2014). 
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Figure II: Age-adjusted Cancer Death Rates, Females by Site, US, 1930-2010(American 
Cancer Society, 2014). 
The microarray data sets host a lot of information which influence the problems with different 
the degree. One of important application area is disease prognostication(Golub, T.R. et al. 
1999).Hence, choosing the minimum number of features (attributes) which are representing of 
these data structures as an optimization problem. 
In our former studies, we have improved the performance of classification with using 
ensemble classification methods on "Colon" and "Thyroid" microarray datasets(Akbaş, A. et 
al. 2013;Babur, S. et al. 2012;Turhal, U. et al. 2013). In this study, “Ovarian” and 
"Colon"datasets which are used frequently in literature were processed with various feature 
ranking algorithms. The best “k” (150 and 300) number features, which chosen after ranking 
were classified with "Naive Bayes" and "SVM(Linear)" classifiers. The evaluation of the 
system was realized on "Kappa", "MCC" and "Accuracy" scores and "ROC" graphs. 
Finally all results have been compared and best ranking methods and classifiers for each 
datasets are shown in the tables. 
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
In this study, several experiments have been conducted on 2 publicly available datasets. 
Below were provided a brief description for each dataset. (the salient features of each dataset 
are summarized in Table I): 
Table I: Characteristics of the datasets used in the experiments: the first column presents the 
number of features (#F), and the second column reports the number of samples (#S)(Loris, N. 
et al.2012). 
Dataset #F #S 
Ovarian (O) 15154 253 
Colon (C) 2000 62 
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Ovarian dataset (O): the ovarian dataset contains 253 samples and two class are considered: 
91 samplesare normal and 162 samplesare ovarian cancers(Petricoin,E.F. et al. 2002); 
Colon (C): the colon dataset contains 62 samples and two class are considered: 22 samples 
are normal and 40samples are tumor cancers(Alon,U. et al.1999); 
A. Feature Ranking 
Many feature ranking methods are using frequently in literature. However all methods have 
advantages and disadvantages while comparing each others. All feature ranking methods that 
used in this study are described below; 
1. Bhattacharyya 
The Bhattacharyya coefficient is an approximate measurement of the amount of overlap 
between two statistical samples. The coefficient can be used to determine the relative 
closeness of the two samples being considered. It is calculated by following 
equation(Djouadi, A. et al. 1990); 
    (1) 
Where, 
samples 
number of partitions 
 , numbers of members of samples  and  in the  partition. 
2. T-Test 
T-test is one method for testing the degree of difference between two means in small sample. 
It uses T distribution theory to deduce the probability when difference happens, then judge 
whether the difference between two means is significant (Jiaxi, L. 2010). It is calculated by 
following equation; 
           (2) 
Where, 
 = Average of first set of values  = Average of second set of values 
S1 = Standard deviation of first set of values 
S2 = Standard deviation of second set of 
values 
n2 = Total number of values in first set n2 = Total number of values in second set 
3. Wilcoxon 
Absolute value of the standardized u-statistic of a two-sample unpaired Wilcoxon test, also 
known as Mann-Whitney U test, is a non-parametric test of the null hypothesis that two 
populations are the same against an alternative hypothesis, especially that a particular 
population tends to have larger values than the other (Wilcoxon, F. 1945).It is calculatedwith 
two formulas below (Mann, H.B. and Whitney, D.R. 1947); 
 
      (3) 
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      (4) 
Where, 
: the sample size for sample 1 : the sample size for sample 2 
: the sum of the ranks in sample 1 : the sum of the ranks in sample 2 
: observation and the total ranking number 
for sample 1 
: observation and the total ranking number 
for sample 2 
B. Feature Selection 
In this section, the features of microarray datasets that used in the work are ranked according 
to significance level. After that, first k number features are selected and created a new dataset. 
Feature selection process is repeated for k=150 and k=300. 
C. Classifiers 
The classifiers used in this study are described below; 
1. Naïve Bayes 
Naive Bayes is the simplest form of Bayes Net. All features are independent from given class 
variables. This method is called conditional independency (Zhang, H. 2005). 
                    (5) 
2. Support Vector Machines (with Linear Kernel) 
The support vector machine or SVM, first described by Vapnik and collaborators in 
1992(Boser, B.E. et al. 1992), has rapidly established itself as a powerful algorithmic 
approach to the problem of classification within the larger context known as supervised 
learning (William H. 2007). 
D. Performance Measurement 
In order to increase reliability of results, some evaluation methods have been used that found 
acceptance in literature. These methods; 
1. Accuracy (Acc) 
The accuracy of a measurement system is the degree of closeness of measurements of a 
quantity to that quantity's actual (true) value (Taylor, R. 1999). It is calculated by following 
equality; 
            (6) 
Where, 
 Number of real positives Number of real negatives 
Number of unreal positives  Number of unreal negatives 
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2. Kappa 
Cohen's kappa coefficient is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement or inter-annotator 
agreement for qualitative items (Cohen, J. 1960). Bigger difference means better result. It is 
calculated by following equality; 
      (7) 
 Adding proportion of observed compatibilities for two data, 
 Probability of emergence by coincidence for this compatibility 
 Kappa result 
3. Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) 
The measure was introduced in 1975 by Matthews (Matthews, B.W. 1975).The Matthews 
correlation coefficient (MCC) is using as a measure of the quality of binary (two-class) 
classifications.Bigger difference means better result. It is calculated by following equation;  
                     (8)  
 are explained under the Accuracy header.    
4. ROC 
It is a method used for showing performance of binary classifier with graphic (Swets, A. 
1996). It is calculated by following equation; 
     (9) 
Where, 
   (10) 
    (11) 
 are explained under the Accuracy header. 
E. Classification and Results 
The datasets that obtained in section B are classified with classifiers which described in 
section C. Ten-fold cross-validation method was used during the classification. The obtained 
outcomes are shown in the tables. 
The accuracy results that obtained by the raw datasets are shown in the Table II. 
Table II: The accuracy results of full datasets.(%) 
 
Ovarian 
k = 15154 
Colon 
k = 2000 
Naive Bayes 92,4901 53,2258 
SVM (Linear) 100,0000 82,2581 
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This results show that Linear SVM is better than the Naive Bayes for each dataset. This is 
because the Linear SVM is appropriate to the large size datasets (McCue, R. 2009). 
Classification performance results of the best 150 features for each datasets are shown the 
tables below. The most effective values are shown bold in a yellow cell. 
Table III: Ovarian dataset results (feature count “k” = 150) 
Ovarian 
k = 150 
NaiveBayes SVM - Linear 
Acc (%) MCC Kappa Acc (%) MCC Kappa 
bhattacharyya 98,4190 0,966 0,9655 100,000 1,000 1,0000 
ttest 97,6285 0,949 0,9480 100,000 1,000 1,0000 
wilcoxon 88,5375 0,761 0,7576 99,2095 0,983 0,9829 
Table IV: Colon dataset results (feature count “k” = 150) 
Colon 
k = 150 
NaiveBayes SVM - Linear 
Acc (%) MCC Kappa Acc (%) MCC Kappa 
bhattacharyya 82,2581 0,656 0,6384 79,0323 0,547 0,5467 
ttest 75,8065 0,560 0,5250 80,6452 0,587 0,5857 
wilcoxon 72,5806 0,453 0,4411 69,3548 0,352 0,3506 
May be reached the following outcomes by referencing the above values; 
 In all datasets, the highest results for Naive Bayes classifier were obtained by using 
bhattacharyya method.  
 In Ovarian dataset, the highest results of best 150 features were obtained by using Linear 
SVM classifier. 
The ROC graphs of the above classification results are given below; 
Figure III: Ovarian dataset ROC graph (feature count “k” = 150) 
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Figure IV: Colon dataset ROC graph (feature count “k” = 150) 
 
The classification results and ROC graphs of first 150 feature are given above. The results of 
the best 300 features are given below. 
Table V: Ovarian dataset results (feature count “k” = 300) 
Ovarian 
k = 300 
NaiveBayes SVM - Linear 
Acc (%) MCC Kappa Acc (%) MCC Kappa 
bhattacharyya 96,4427 0,923 0,9226 100,0000 1,000 1,0000 
ttest 96,8379 0,931 0,9310 100,0000 1,000 1,0000 
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Table VI: Colon dataset results (feature count “k” = 300) 
Colon 
k = 300 
NaiveBayes SVM - Linear 
Acc (%) MCC Kappa Acc (%) MCC Kappa 
bhattacharyya 79,0323 0,628 0,5884 79,0323 0,538 0,5373 
ttest 77,4194 0,605 0,5607 82,2581 0,617 0,6164 
wilcoxon 62,9032 0,311 0,2849 74,1935 0,436 0,4364 
May be reached the following outcomes by referencing the above values; 
 In both of datasets,the highest results of best 300 features were obtained by using Linear 
SVM classifier. 
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The ROC graphs of the above classification results are given below; 
Figure V: Ovarian dataset ROC graph (feature count “k” = 300) 
 
Figure VI: Colon dataset ROC graph (feature count “k” = 300) 
 
III. CONCLUSION 
"Average Accuracy Results Table" is formed with the average of the results which given in 
the above tables.The averagedtableis given below; 
Table XII: Average Accuracy Results Table (“k” is the number of features) 
 
 
Average Accuracy Results 
Datasets k Bhattacharyya T-Test Wilcoxon 
Ovarian 
150 99,2095 98,8145 93,8735 
300 98,2214 98,4190 90,3162 
 
Colon 
150 80,6452 78,2259 70,9677 
300 79,0323 79,8388 68,5484 
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Where, 
The greencells show the highest average accuracy resultsof the Ovarian dataset. 
The bluecells show the highest average accuracy results of theColon dataset. 
Above table was created with the averaged results of all classifiers for each method. 
Table XIII: Average Accuracy Results Table (“k” is the number of features) 
k = 150 Accuracy Results (%) 
 Naive Bayes Linear SVM 
Wilcoxon (Ovarian) 88,5375 99,2095 
   (12) 
Following conclusions are reached when considering the obtained average accuracy results 
 Ranked Colon dataset results has been increased in comparison with raw dataset results. 
Hence, ranking-selection algorithms are quite useful for this dataset. 
 Ranked Ovarian dataset results has been decreased a little in comparison with raw dataset 
results.Hence, ranking-selection algorithms is useful for the purpose of shorten the 
classification duration. 
 Also, the effect of the Wilcoxon method was observed. This method is quite ineffective for 
all used datasets. Hence, it is not useful for these datasets. 
At the next works; performance improvement can be realized with using same feature ranking 
algorithms and datasets. Also, new feature ranking methods can be used in the work.All 
processes can be repeated with less number of features. Roc and Accuracy values can be 
increased with using ensemble classifiers. Thus, the advantages and disadvantages of used 
each methods can be determined clearly. 
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